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ACTIVITY
Label the drawings on a hockey rink with their correct name. Read their descriptions
below and use your knowledge of basic shapes to complete this activity.

face-off spots
Nine small circles where the 
puck is dropped for a face off

1
face-off circles
Five large circles where the players
line up for a face off

2

goal lines
A red line that stretches out to the
width of the rink and runs parallel to
the center ice line

4

center ice line
A red line across the width of the ice
that divides the rink into two halves

3

goal crease
The blue area in front of each goal that
has a shape of a rectangle attached to
a semi-circle

5

blue lines
A blue line located on each side
of the center ice line

6 hash marks
Two pairs of perpendicular lines near
the face-off spots where the players
taking the face off must stand

7

1
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ACTIVITY
Building an ice rink starts from the bottom up. Now that you know what’s beneath the surface, it’s time to make your very own ice
rink using the same know-how as the Honda Center ice engineer. Don’t skip out on building this rink because you’ll need it later!

gatheR mateRials
• Baking Tin
• Water
• Sheet of White Paper 
• Crayon or Markers

make the fiRst layeR
Fill the baking tin with enough water so that it has a depth 
of 1/8”. Use your ruler to measure the water level.

fReeze the ice
Place the baking tin onto a flat surface in your 
freezer. It should take a couple of hours for the water 
to turn into ice.

desigN youR RiNk
Draw the ice rink graphics (lines, circles, and spots) on your sheet of paper. You can even add a Ducks logo to match the 
center ice graphic at Honda Center. Use tools, like a ruler, to help you draw the straight lines and circles accurately. 
Go to page 17 for a reminder of what these rink graphics look like. 

“paiNt” the ice
Remove the baking tin from the freezer. Then, add a thin layer of water to your rink using your spray bottle. Lay your rink
graphics on top of the ice, spraying more water if the sheet of paper doesn’t stick to the surface well enough. Place the rink
back into the freezer once you’re done. 

cReate layeRs of ice
Once the layer of water has frozen, 
add another thin layer of water using 
your spray bottle. Keep repeating this 
step until the ice reaches a thickness 
of one inch.

youR RiNk is doNe!
Take some time to enjoy your creation. 
Then, put it back into the freezer because 
you’ll need it for the final activity.

• Ruler
• Scissors
• Cup
• Spray Bottle

Step 2

Step 5
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There's no moment that’s more satisfying for ice engineers than sitting in a quiet arena with a newly made ice surface that's clear,
smooth, and at the perfect temperature for hockey. But, their work is not done yet, because the Anaheim Ducks will be playing 
a game on this rink soon. Beating heat transfer and making clear ice were difficult challenges to overcome, but there's another 
challenge up next that will be the toughest one of all. That’s friction! 

A SLIPPERY SURFACE 
The slipperiness of an object depends on friction. Friction is the force that opposes motion,
and it occurs when two objects touch. For hockey, players rely on ice’s slippery properties
to do amazing things for their fans. While hard hits and puck-handing skills are 
certainly exciting, it’s the blazing speed of the players and the puck that really 
makes the fans cheer. Ice engineers ensure that their ice surface is smooth to
help pucks and ice skates slide across them without any push back. What
would happen if friction was the first star of the game? Hockey played on
an ice surface full of bumps and rough patches would slow down the 
action on the ice. This type of hockey wouldn’t be fun to watch at all! 

ACTIVITY
Friction can be helpful at times, but that’s not 
the case when objects must move with speed. 
How would hockey change if the puck had 
to slide across blacktop, carpet, sandpaper, 
and wood? Rank these surfaces, 1 through 5, 
by comparing their amounts of friction. 
Give a “1” to the surface with the MOST 
friction and a “5” with the LEAST. 
Is ice the best surface for hockey? 
It’s time to find out.

CONCLUSIONS
Using your knowledge and research about 
friction, please provide reasons why ice is 
or isn’t the best surface for hockey. 
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